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While direct investigvation of individual objects in nature is

the true method of ascertaining tlie laws and limits of species,
'W'e have another sour(ie of suggestion and authority in the com-
prehensive priuQipIes that pervade the universe. The source of
doubt in this vSynthetic mode of reaching Vutli consists in our
imperfect appreciation of universal law. But science has already
searched deeply enough into the different departments of nature
to harmonize many of the thoughts that are coming in from her
wide limits; and it is well, aS we go on JXt' research, to compare
the results of observations with these utteriugs of her universality.

I propose to present some thoughts on species from the latter

pomt of vieWj reasoning from central principles to the circum-
ferential, and, if I mistake not, we shall lind the light from this

direction sufficiently clear to illumine a subject which is yet in-

volved in doubts and difficulties.

The questions before us at this time are
1. What is a species?
2. Are species permanent ?

anations

1- yVhat IS a sjyea'es.

.

J}
}^ common to define a species as a gr

individuals as are alike in fundamental qu
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r

way of elucidation, to explain what is meant bj fundamental

qualities. But the idea of a group is not essential ; and more-

over it tends to confuse the mind by bringing before it, in the

outset, the endless diversities in individuals, and suggesting

numberless questions that vary in answer for each kingdom,

class, or subordinate group. It is better to approach the subject

from a profounder point of view, search for the true idea of dis-

tinction among species, and then proceed onward to a considera-

tion of the systems of variables.

Let us look first to inorganic nature. From the study of the

inorganic world we learn that each element is represented by a

specific amount or law of force; and we even set down in num-

bers the precise value of this force as regards one of the deepest

of its qualilieSj cliemical attraction. Taking the lightest element

as a unit to measure others by, as to their weights in combination,

oxygen stands in our books as 8 ; and it is precisely of this nu-

merical value in its comj)ounds: each molecule is an 8 in its

chemical force or law, or some simple multiple of it. In the

same way there is a specific number at the basis of other quali-

ties. Whenever then the oxygen amount and kind of force was

concentered in a molecule, in the act of creation, the species

oxygen commenced to exist. And the making of many such

molecules instead of one, was only a repetition in each molecule,

of the idea of oxygen.
In combinations of the elements, as of oxygen and hydrogen,

the resultant molecule is still equivalent to a fixed amount,

condition, or law, of chemical force; and this law, which we ex-

press in numbers, is ^t the basis of our notion of the new species.

It is not necessarily a different amount of force; for it may
be simply a different state of concentration or different rate or

law of action. This should be kept in mind in connection with

what follows."^

^
The essential idea of a species, thence deduced, is this: a spe-

lts corresponds to a svedfic amount or condition of concenteredcies

force^ defined in the act or law of creation, ,

Turn now to the organic world. The individual is involvea

ill the germ-cell from which it proceeds. That cell possesses

certain inherent qualities or powers, bearing a definite relation

to external nature, so that, when having its appropriate nidus or

surrounding conditions, it will grow, and develop out each organ

and member to the completed result, and this, both as to all

* When we have in view, oxygen and the elements, we are apt to think of the^

toolecules as distinguished by a different amount and Bmd of force. But when we

consider the many different compounds that may be made of the same ^j*^"^^!?^!;,^

carbon and hydrogen), in the very same proportions, we are led to concei^ve ot tne=

as diffiiring molecularly in a different law of the same force or forces. When, a^,j
we see the same element under conditions as diverse as any two compound-s as

x;ase3 of allotropism, we are still better satisfied with adopting, for the P[^^*"\r
#no9t genera! wq>ressioii—a different law of action or condition of molecular force.
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cbemical changes, and the evolution of the structure which be-
longs to it as a subordinate to some kingdom, class, order, germs

species in nature. The germ-cell of an organic being devel-
ops a specific result; and like the molecule of oxygen, it must
correspond to a measured quota or specific law of force. We
cannot apply the measure, as in the inorganic kingdom, for we
have learned no method or unit of comparison. But it must
nevertheless be true, that a specific predetermined amount, or
condition, or law, of force is an equivalent of every germ-cell in
the kingdoms of life. I do not mean to say that there is but
one kind of force; but that whatever the kind or kinds, it has a
numerical value or law, although human arithmetic may never
give it expression.

A species among living beings, then, as well as inorganic, is

based on a specific amount or condition of concenteredforce defined

m the act or law of creation.

Any one species has its specific value or law of force ; another,
its value; and so for all: and we perceive the fundamental no-

tion of the distinction between species when we view them from
this potential stand-point. The species, in any particular case,

hegan its existence w^hen the first germ-ccli or individual was
created; and if several germ-cells of equivalent force were cre-

ated, or several individuals, each Avas but a repetition of the

other; the species is in the potential nature of the individual,

"whether one or many individuals exist.

Now in organic beings,—unlike the inorganic,—there is a

cycle of progress involving growth and decline. The oxygen

inolecule may be eternal as far as any thing in its nature goea
JBut the germ-cell is but an incipient state in a cycle of changes,

and is not the same for two successive instants; and this cycle

is such that it includes in its flow, a reproduction, after an inter-

yal, of a precise equivalent of the parent germ-celL Thus an

indefinite perpetuation of the germ-cell is in fact effected
;
yet it

is not mere endless being, but like evolving like in an unlimited

I'ound. Hence, when individuals multiply from generation to

generation, it is but a repetition of the primordial type-idea;

<ind the true notion of the species is not in the resulting group,

but in the idea or potential element which is at the basis of every

individual of the group; that is, the specific law of force, alike

in all, upon which the power of each as an existence and agent

in nature depends. Dr. Morton presented nearly the same idea

"^'iien he described a species as a primordial organic form.

Having reached this idea as the starting point in our notion of

^ species, we must still, in order to complete and perfect our view,

consider what is the true expression of this potentiality. For

this pprpose, we should liave again in mind, that a living cell,

^lulike an inorcranic molecule, has only a historical existence.

4



308 On Species.

Tlie species is not tlie adult resultant of growtlij nor the initial

germ-cell, nor its condition at any other point; it comprises the

whole history of the development. Each species has its own
special mode of development as well as ultimate form or result,

its serial unfolding, inworking and outflowing; so that the pre-

cise nature of the potentiality in each is expressed by the line of

historical progress from the germ to the full expansion of its

powers, and the realization of the end of its being. We com-

prehend the type-idea only when we understand the cycle of

evolution through all its laAvs of progress, both as regards the

living structure under development within, and its successive

relations to the external world.

2, Permanence of si^ecies.

What now may we infer with regard to the permanence or

fixedness of species from a general sui*vey of nature?
Let us turn ae^ain to the inorganic world. Do we there find

aesiroyins^ powers, are

oxygen blending by indefinite shadings with hydrogen or with

any other element? Is its combining number, its potential

equivalent, a varjnng number,—usually 8, but at times 8 and a

fraction, 9, and so on? Far from this, the number is as fixed as

the universe. There are no indefinite blendings of elements.

There are combinations by multiples or submultiples, but these

prove the dominance and fixedness of the combining numbers.

But further than this, fixed numbers, definite in value and de-

fiant of all

nature from its basement to its top-stone. We find them in

combinations by volume as well as weight, that is, in all the re-

lations of chemical attraction; in the mathematical forms of

crystals and the simple ratios in their modifications,—evidence

of a numerical basis to cohesive attraction ; in the laws of light,

neat, and sound. Indeed, the whole constitution of inorganic

nature, and of our minds with reference to nature, as Professor

Peirce has well illustrated, involves fixed numbers; and tlie uni-

verse is not only based on mathematics, but on finite determinate

numbers in the very natures of all its elemental forces. Thus
the temple of nature is made, we may say, of hewn and meas-

ured stones, so that, although reaching to the heavens, we may
measure, and thus use the finite to rise toward the infinite.

This being true for inorganic nature, it is necessarily the law

for all nature, for the ideas that pervade the universe are not

ideas of contrariety but of unity and universality beneath and

through diversity.

The units of the inorganic world, are the weighed elements

and their definite compounds or their molecules. The units ol

the organic are species, which exhibit themselves in their simplest

condition in the germ-cell state. The kingdoms of life in all

their magnificent proportions are made from these units. Were
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these units capable of blending witli one another indefinitely,
thej would no longer be units, and species could not be recog-
nized. The system of life would be a maze of complexities

;

and whatever its grandeur to a being that could comprehend the
infinite, it would be unintelligible chaos to man. The Yery beau-
ties that might charm the soul would tend to engender hopeless
despair in the thoughtful mind, instead of supplying his aspira-
tions with eternal and ever-expanding truth. Jt would be to
man the temple of nature fused over its whole surface and
through its structure, without a line the mind could measure or
comprehend.
Looking to facts in nature, we see accordingly every where,

that the purity of species has been guarded with great precision.
It strikes us naturally with wonder, that even in senseless plants,

Without the emotional repugnance of instinct, and with repro-
diictive organs that are all outside, the free winds being often
the means of transmission, there should be ris'id law sustained
against intermixture. The supposed cases of perpetuated fertile

nybridity are so exceedingly few as almost to condemn them-
selves, as no true examples of an abnormity so abhorrent to the
system. They violate a principle so essential to the integrity of
the plant-kingdom, and so opposed to nature's whole plan, that

we rightly demand long and careful study before admitting the

exceptions.

A few words will explain what is meant by perpetuated fertile

hybriditj^ The following, are the supposable grades of results

from intermixture between two species:

—

1- No issue whatever—the usual case in nature.

2, Mules (naming thus the issue) that are wholly infertile

"whether among themselves or in case of connection with the

piire or original stock.

8. Mules that are wholly infertile among themselves, but may
have issue for a generation or two by connection with one of the

original stock.
4. Mules that are wholly- infertile among themselves, but may

We issue through indefinite generations by connection for each
with an individual of the original stock.

5. Mules tbat are fertile among themselves tbrougb one or

two generations.
6. Mules that arc fertile among themselves through many gen-^

€^rations.

^
7. Males that are fertile among themselves through an indefi*

^ite number of generations.
The cases 1 to 5 are known to be established facts in nature

;

''^nd each bears its testimony to the grand law of purity and per-

manence. The examples under the heads 2 to 5 become sever-

ely less and less numerous, and art must generally use an un-
liatural play of forces or arrangements to bring them about.
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Again, in t"he animal kingdom, there is tlie same aversion in

nature to intermixture, and it is emotional as well as physical.

The supposed cases of fertile hybridity are fewer than among
plants.

Moreover, in both kingdoms, if hybridity be begun, nature

commences at once to purify herself as of an ulcer on the sys-

tem. It is treated like a disease, and the energies of the species

combine to throw it off. The short run of hybridity between

the horse and the ass, species very closely related, reaching its

end in one single generation^ instead of favoring the idea that per-

petuated fertile hybridity is possible, is a speaking protest against

a principle that would ruin the system if allowed free scope*

The finiteness of nature in all her proportions, and the neces-

sity of finiteness and fixedness for the very existence of a king-

dom of life, or of human science its impress on finite mind, are

hence strong arguments for the belief that hybridity cannot se-

riously trifle with the true units of nature, and at the best, can

only make temporary variations.

It is fair to make the supposition that in case of a very close

proximity of species, there might be a degree of fertile hybridity

allowed; and that a closer and closer affinity might give a longer

and longer range of fertility. But tlie case just now alluded to

seems to cut the hypothesis short; and moreover it is not reason-

able to attribute such indefiniteness to nature's outlines, for it is

at variance with the spirit of her system.
Were such a case demonstrated by well-established fiicts, it

would necessarily be admitted ; and I would add, that investiga-

tions directed to this point are the most important that modern

science can undertake. guraents

than those drawn from domesticated animals, we may plead the

general principle against the possibiliiies on the other side.
^

H
there is a law to be discovered, it is a wide and comprehensive

law, for such are all iiature's principles. Nature will teach it

not in one corner of her system only, but more or less in every

part. We have therefore a ri^ht to ask for well-defined facts,

taken from the study of successive generations of the interbreed-

ing of species known to be distinct. , .,

Least of all should we expect that a law, which is so ng^^

among plants and the lower animals, should have its main ex-

ceptions in the highest class of the animal kingdom, and its most

extravagant violations in the genus Homo ; for if there are more

than one species of Man, they have become in the main indeh-

nite by intermixture. The very crown of the kingdom has been

despoiled ; for a kingdom in nature is perfect only as it retams

all its original parts in their full symmetry, undefaced and un-

blurred. Man, by receiving a plastic body, in accordance with

a law that species most capable of domestication should necessa-

I
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1

rily be most pliant, was fitted to take tlie -^vLole earth as Lis do-
minionj and live under every zone. And surely it would have
been a very clumsy method of accomplishing the same result,
to have made him of many species, all admitting of indefinite
or nearly indefinite hybridization, in direct opposition to a grand
principle elsewhere recognized in the organic kingdoms. It
would have been using a process that produces impotence or
nothing among animals for the perpetuation and progress of the
human race.

There are other ways of accounting for the limited produc-
tiveness of the mulatto, without appeahng to a distinction of
species. There are causes, independent of mixture, which are
naaking the Indian to melt away before the white man, the Sand-
wich Islander and all savage people to sink into the ground be-

fore the power and energy of higher intelligence. They disap-

ear like plants beneath those of stronger root and growth, being
epressed morally, intellecTOally and physically, contaminated by

new vices, tainted variously by foreign disease, and dwindled in

all their hopes and aims and means of progress, through an
overshadowing race.

We have therefore reason to believe from man's fertile inter-

niixture, that he is one in species; and that all organic species

are divine appointments which cannot be obliterated, unless by
annihilating the individuals representing the species.

It may be said, that different species in the inorganic world

combine so as to form new units, and why may^ they not in the

organic ? It is true they combine, but not by indefinite blend-

i«gs. There is a definite law of multiples, and this is the central

idea in the system of inorganic nature. In organic nature, such

a law of multiples, if existing, would be general, as in the inor-

ganic; it would be an essential part of the system and should

be easily verified, while, in fact, observation lends it no support,

not even enough to have suggested the hypothesis.

In one kingdom, the inorganic^ there is multiplication of kinds
of units by combination, according to the law of multiples, and no

reproduction
; while in the organic, there is reproduction of like

from like and no multiplication of kinds by combination. And
thus the two departments of living and dead nature wideljy^ diverge.

Neither does the possibility of mere mixture among inorganic

substances afford any analogy to sustain the idea of possible

l^ybrid mixture indefinitely perpetuated, among living beings.

The mechanical aggregation of units that make up ordinary mix-

ture, is one thing; and the combination that would alter a genn,

one of the units in organic species, even to its fundamental na-

ture, is quite another. This last is not aggregation. It is as

different from mere mixture as is chemical combination and
stands somewhat in the same relation, so that the analogy has
BO bearing on the question.
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3. Variations of S2:>ec{es.

But there are variations in specieSj and this is our next topic.

The principles already considered teach, as we believe, that each

species has its specific value as a unit, which is essentially per-

manent or indestructible by any natural source of change ;
and

we have, therefore, to admit in the outset, if these principles are

true, that variations have their limits, and cannot extend to the

obHteration of the fundamental characteristics of a species.

To understand these variations, we may again appeal to gen-

eral truths.

Yariation is a characteristic of all things finite ; and is involved

in the very conditions of existence. No substance or body can

be wholly independent of every or any other body in the uni-

verse. The most comprehensive and influential law in nature,

most fundamental in all change, composition or decomposition,

growth or decay, is the law of mutual sympathy, or tendency to

equilibrium in force through univers^ action and reaction.

The planets have their orbits modified by other bodies in space

throu<>;h their chann-ing relations to those bodies. A substance,^_ ...^.^ ^..V.V..Q...Q

as oxygen or iron, varies in temperature and state of expansion

from the presence of a body of different temperature; in chem-

ical tendencies from the presence of a luminous body like the

sun; in magnetic or electrical attraction from surrounding mag-

netic or electrical influences. There is thus unceasing flow and

uncea^inpr change through the universe. All the natural forces

are closely related as if a common family or group, and are m
constant mutual interplay.

The degree or kind of variation has its specific law for each

element ; and in this law the specific nature of the element is m
a degree expressed. There is to each body or species, the nor-

mal or fundamental force in which its very nature consists; and,

in addition, the relations of this force to other bodies, or kinds,

amounts or conditions of force, upon which its variations depend.

One great end of inorganic science is to study out the law of

variables for each element or species. For this law is as much a

part of an idea of the species, as the fundamental potentiality;

indeed the one is a measure of the other.

^
So again, a species in the organic kingdoms is subject to vana-

tions, and upon the same principle. Its very development de-

pends on the appropriation of material around it, and on attend-

ing physical forces or conditions, all of which are variable

through the whole of its history. Every chemical or molecular

law m the universe is concerned in the growth,-—the laws ot

teat, light, electricity, cohesion, etc. ; and the progress of the

developing germ, whatever its primal potentiality, is unavoid-

ably subject to variations, from the diversified influences to

which it may be exposed. The new germ, moreover, takes

^^
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peculiarities from tlie parent, or from the circumstances to ^hicli
durin o

generations,

_
There is then a fixed normal condition or value, and around

It Hbrations take place. There is a central or intrinsic law ^^^hich
prevents a sj^ecies from being drawn off to its destruction bj anj
external agencj, while subject to greater or less variations under
extrinsic forces-

Liability to variation is hence joart of the law of a species

;

and we cannot be said to comprehend in any case the complete
|dea of the tj^pe until the relations to external forces are also
ivnown. The law of variables is as much an expression of the
lundamental equalities of the species in organic as in inorganic
nature

; and it should be the great aim of science to investigate
It for every species. It is a source of knowledge which will yet
give us a deep insight into the fundamental laws of life. Varia-
tions are not to be arranged under the head of accidents; for
there^ is nothing accidental in nature ; "what we so call, are ex-
pressions xeally of profound law, and often betray truth and law
which we should otherwise never suspect.

This process of variation^ is the external revealing the inter-

-

nal, through their sympathetic relations; it is the law of univer-
sal nature reacting on the law of a special nature, and compell-
ing the latter to exhibit its qualities ; it is a centre of force mani-
festing its potentiality, not in its own inner working, but in its

putgoings among the equilibrating forces around, and thus offer-

^^g us, through the known and physical, some measure of the

^hal within the germ. It is therefore one of the richest sources

^f truth open to our search.

The limits of variation, it may be difficult to define among
species that have close relations. But being sure that there are

liniits,—that science, in looking for law and order written out in

legible characters, is not in fruitless search, we need not despair

of discovering them. The zoologist, gathering shells or mollusks
from the coast of eastern America and that of Japan, after care-

ful study, makes out his lists of identical species, with the full

^^urance that species are definite and stable existences
;
and he

js even surprised with the identity of characters between the

individuals of a species gathered from so remote localities. And
^ he sees zoological geography rising into one of the grandest

**of the sciences, his faith in species becomes identified with his

faith in nature and all phj^sical truth.

If then we may trust this argument from general truths to

special,—general truths I say, for general principles as far as

established are truths—we should conceive of a species from the

potential point of view, and regard it OS-
second SERIES, VOL. XXIV, NO- 72.—XOV., 1857.
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a. A concentered unit of force, an ineffaceable xjomponent of

tile system of nature
;
but

J, Subject to greater or less librations, according to the uni-

Tersal law of mutual reaction or sympathy among forces.

And, in addition, in the organic kingdom,
c. Exhibiting its potentiality not simply or wholly in any exist-

ing condition or action, but through a cycle of growth from the

primal germ to maturity, when the new germ comes forth as a

repetition of the first to go another round in the cycle and per-

petuate the original unit; and, therefore, as follows from a neces-

sary perpetuity of the cycle

d. Exhibiting identity of species among individuals, by per-

petuated fertile intermixture in all normal conditions, and non-

identity by the impossibility of such intermixture, the rare cases

of continuation for one or two generations, attesting to the sta-

bility of the law, by proving the effort of nature to rid herself

of the abnormity, and her success in the effort,

e. The many like individuals that are conspecific do not prop-

erly constitute the species, but each is an expression of the species

in its potentiality under some one phase of its variables
;^
and to

understand a species, we must know its law through all its cycle

of growth, and its complete series of librations.

We should therefore conceive of the system of nature as in-

volving, in its idea, a system of units, finite constituents at the

basis of all things, each fixed in law ; these units in inorganic

their kinds by combinations in definite prop-

in organic nature adding to their numbers of

representative individuals, but not kinds, by self-reproduction

;

and all adding to their varieties by mutual reaction or sympathy.

Thus from the law within and the law without, under the Being

above as the Author and sustainer of all law, the world has ite

diversity, the cosmos its fullness of beauty. „

I would remark again that we must consider this mode ot

nature as adding to

ositions; and those

reaching truth, by reasoning from the general to the special, as

c^uiring also its complement, direct observation, to give unwaver-

ing confidence to the mind; and we should therefore encourage

research with a willingness to receive w^hatever results come from

pature. We should give a high place in our estimate to all

investigation tending to elucidate the variation or permanence ol

epecies, their mutability or immutability ; and at the same tune

m order that appearances may not deceive us, we should glancet

towards other departments of nature, remembering that all trutn

is harmonious, and comprehensive law the end of science,

A word further upon our conceptions of species as realities.

In acquiring the first idea of species, we pass, by induction, as

m other cases of generalization, from the special details displayed

among individuals to a general notion of a unity of type
;

ana
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tliis general notion, when irritten out in words, we may take as
an approximate formula of the species. One system of philoso-
phy thence argues that this result of induction is nothing but a
notion of the mind, and that species are but an imaginary pro-
duct of logic ; or at least, that since, as they say (we do not
now discuss this point), genera are groupings without definite
limits which may be laid off variously by different minds, so
species are undefined, and individuals are the onl}^ realities—the
supposed limits to species being regarded as proof of partial
study, or a consequence of a partial development of the kingdoms
of nature. Another system infers, on the contrary, that species
are realities, and the general or type idea has, in some sense, a
rea? existence. A third admits that species are essentially reali-

ties in nature, but claims that the general idea exists only as a
result of logical induction.

The discussion in the preceding pages sustains most nearly the
la^t view, that species are realities in the system of nature while
manifest to us only in individuals ; that is, they are so far real,

that the idea for each is definite, even of mathematical strictness,

(although not thus precise in our limited view,) it proceeding
from the mathematical and finite basis of nature. They are the
^nits fixed in the plan of creation ; and individuals are the ma-
terial expressions of those ideal units.

At the same time, we learn, that while species are realities in a
post important and fundamental sense, no comprehensive type-

idea of a species can be represented in any material or immate-
rial existence. For while a species has its constants, it has also

its variables, each variable becoming a constant so far only as its

law and limits of variation are fixed; and in the organic king-

doms, moreover, each individual has its historic phases, from the

germ through the cycle of growth. The general idea sought

put by induction, therefore, is not made up of fnvariables. Lim-
ited to these, it represents no object, class of objects, or law, in

nature. The variables are a necessary complement to the inva-

riables; and the complete species-idea is present to the mind, only

^hen tlie image in view is seen to be ever changing along the

lines of variables and development. Whatever individualized

conception is entertained, it is evidently & conception of the spe-

cies in one of its phases,—that is, under some one specific condi-

tion as to size, form, color, constitution, etc., as regards each part

in the structure, from among the many variations in all these

I'cspects that are possible : mind can picture to itself individ-

uals only and not species, and one phase at a time in the life

of an organic individual, not the whole cycle.

We may attempt to reach what is called the typical form of a
species, in order to make this the subject of a conception. But
even within the closest range of what may be taken as typical
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characters^ there are still variables ; and moreover, we repeat it,

no one form, typical tliougli we consider it, can be a full expres-

sion of the species, as long as variables are as much an essential

part of its idea as constants. The advantage of fixing upon

some one variety as the typical form of a species is this,—that

the mind may have an initial term for the laws embraced under

the idea of the species, or an assumed center of radiation for its

rariant series, so as more easily to comprehend those laws.

Again, abrupt transitions and not indefinite shadings have

been shown to be the law of nature. In proceeding from special

characters to a general species-idea, nature gives us help through

her stepping stones and barriers. In former times, man looked

at iron and other metals from the outside only, and searching

out their differences of sensible characters, gradually eliminated

the general notion of each, by the ordinary logical method^ of

generalization. But science now brings the elements to the line

and plummet, and reaches a fixed numher for iron and other

elements as to chemical combination, etc. By this means, the

studying out of the idea of a species seems almost to^ have

escaped from the domain of logic into that of direct trial by

weights and measures. It is no longer the undefined progress

of simple reason, with a mere notion at the end, but an appeal

to definite measurable values, with stable numbers at bottom,

fixed in the very foundations of the universe. So, in the or-

ganic kingdoms, where there is, to our limited minds, still greater

indefiniteness in most characters, the barrier against hybridity

appears to stand as a physical test of species. We are thus en-

abled in searching into the nature of a species, to strike from the

outside detail to the foundation law.

The type-idea, as it presents itself to the mind, is no more a

subject of defined conception than any mathematical expression.

Could we put in mathematical terms the precise law, in all its

comprehensiveness, which is at the basis of the species iron, as

we can for one of its qualities, that of chemical attraction, this

mathematical expression would stand as a representative of the

species
; and we might use it in calculations, precisely as we can

use any mathematical term. So also, if we could write out m
numbers the potential nature of an organic species, or of i^

germ, including the laws of its variables, this expression woma
be like any other term in the hands of a mathematician ;

the

mmd would receive the formula as an expression for the species,

and might compare it with the formulas of other species. But,

after all, we have here a mere mathematical abstraction, a sym-

bol for an amount or law offeree, which can be turned into con-

ceptions, only by imagining (supposing this possible) the force

in the course of its evolution of concrete realities, according to tne

law of development and laws of variations embraced withm it.


